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Abstract
The paper contains a proof that all binary linear [23; 14; 5] codes are equivalent to the code
with these parameters that has been discovered by Wagner. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
1. Introduction
An important goal in algebraic coding theory is the identication and description of
all optimal binary linear codes. But what does the word optimal mean? If we consider
the four parameters n (the length), k (the dimension), r= n− k (the redundancy) and
d (the minimum distance), at least four denitions of optimality can be chosen for an
[n; k; d] code:
N : No [n− 1; k; d] code exists.
K : No [n; k + 1; d] code exists.
D: No [n; k; d+ 1] code exists.
R: No [n+ 1; k + 1; d] code exists.
These denitions are not independent. Shortening en puncturing yield the implications
N ) K and N ) D; and the implication R) K is trivial. The [9; 4; 4] codes are among
the many examples of codes which satisfy both K and D but not N . On the other hand,
N and R are independent. There are numerous codes which are N -optimal but not
R-optimal, and there are for instance codes with parameters [24; 12; 7]; [36; 6; 15] and
[57; 3; 32] which are R-optimal but not N -optimal. So the following denition makes
sense:
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Denition 1. A binary linear [n; k; d] code is said to be strongly optimal if no
[n− 1; k; d] code and no [n+ 1; k + 1; d] code exist.
Remark 1. If d is even, then the punctured code of a strongly optimal [n; k; d] code
is a strongly optimal [n − 1; k; d − 1] code and, conversely, the extended code of a
strongly optimal [n − 1; k; d − 1] code is a strongly optimal [n; k; d] code. So we can
restrict ourselves to even minimum distances.
We are interested in unique codes and their automorphism groups. The following
easy proposition gives some preliminary information.
Proposition 1. Let d be even.
1. If there is a unique D-optimal [n−1; k; d−1] code; then there is a unique [n; k; d]
code. The latter code is even and its automorphism group is transitive.
2. If there is a unique even [n; k; d] code and if the automorphism group of this
code is transitive; then there is a unique [n− 1; k; d− 1] code.
Proof. 1. Puncture a given [n; k; d] code D with respect to any coordinate position.
The resulting code C has minimum distance d− 1. Since C is unique, we infer from
[14] that it has a generator matrix consisting of words of weight d − 1. Hence D
is the extended code of C. So D is even. Now consider two coordinate positions
i; j 2 S:=f1; 2; : : : ; ng. Let D i ; D j denote the punctured codes with respect to the
positions i; j. The uniqueness of the [n− 1; k; d− 1] code implies that a bijection
' : S nfig ! S nfjg
exists that represents an isomorphism D i ! D j. Since the value of each coordinate of
a codeword in D is determined by the remaining coordinates, the extended bijection
' : S ! S
that maps i onto j is an automorphism of D.
2. Let C1;C2 be two [n−1; k; d−1] codes. Then the two extended [n; k; d] codes D1;
D2 are isomorphic. Let  be the permutation of S that represents this isomorphism,
and let  be an automorphism of D2 such that (n)= (n). Then the restriction of
−1   to f1; 2; : : : ; n− 1g is an isomorphism between C1 and C2.
From the Brouwer{Verhoe table [3], we have the following list of known strongly
optimal codes with k>4, n>30 and d even (Table 1)
Several of these codes are known to be unique, e.g. the [12; 4; 6]; [24; 5; 12] and
[28; 5; 14] codes (cf. [19]), the extended Hamming codes and their duals (the rst-order
Reed{Muller codes), the extended binary Golay code (cf. [18,8,5]) and the [18; 9; 6]
quadratic residue code (cf. [13]). Moreover, the latter codes all have a quite large,
transitive automorphism group. One might be tempted to conjecture that all strongly
optimal codes are unique, but Van Tilborg showed in [19] that there are exactly two
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Table 1
[8; 4; 4] Extended Hamming code
[12; 4; 6] Meets Griesmer bound
[16; 5; 8] 1st order Reed{Muller code
[21; 5; 10] Non-unique
[24; 5; 12] Meets Griesmer bound
[28; 5; 14] Meets Griesmer bound
[30; 6; 14]
[24; 7; 10] Non-unique
[27; 7; 12]
[18; 9; 6] Extended QR code
[28; 10; 10]
[16; 11; 4] Extended Hamming code
[24; 12; 8] Extended binary Golay code
[24; 14; 6] Extended Wagner code
non-isomorphic [21; 5; 10] codes, and Jae’s computer calculations (cf. [6]) established
the existence of six non-isomorphic [24; 7; 10] codes. Still one might hope that there are
quite a few unique codes with large automorphism groups among the strongly optimal
codes.
The purpose of the paper is to demonstrate this for the Wagner code. In fact, we
shall prove that the even [24; 14; 6] code is unique and that its automorphism group is
transitive and of order 96. Then Proposition 1 immediately implies that the [23; 14; 5]
Wagner code is unique as well. (This result has recently been conrmed by Jae’s
computer program, cf. [6].)
The [23; 14; 5] Wagner code is among the codes found by Wagner [20,21] through
a computer search. Its optimality was established in [11]. In [2], the authors observed
that the weight distribution of some of its cosets yield good constant weight codes.
2. Tools and notations
The elements of the standard binary vector space Fn2 will be identied with their
supports in the coordinate index set
S:=f1; 2; : : : ; ng:
The complement of T  S is denoted by T .
Let C be an [n; k] code, and let T  S be any subset of S. We use the notation
CT :=fX \ T jX 2 Cg
for the punctured code and
CT :=fX 2 C jX Tg:
for the shortened code with respect to T . The punctured and shortened codes of C and
its dual C? with respect to T and T are related by the following proposition.
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Proposition 2 (cf. Simonis [12]). 1. If we interpret C T as a subcode of C; then
CT = C=C T :
Hence;
dimCT = k − dimC T :
2. The dual codes (CT )? and (CT )? satisfy the relations
(CT )?=(C?)T and (CT )?=(C?)T :
Hence;
dimCT + dim(C?)T = jT j:
We are interested in the sets of codewords of xed weight in the code C. So we
introduce the notation
Ai(C):=fX 2 C j jX j= ig
and
Ai(C):=jAi(C)j:
The integers Ai(C) constitute the weight distribution of C. The weight distributions of




Ki(p; n)Ap(C); i=0; 1; : : : ; n;










; i; p=0; 1; : : : ; n:
The MacWilliams identities have proved to be an excellent tool in reducing the
number of possible weight distributions for codes that satisfy certain given weight
restrictions. Sometimes, however, they are not good enough. In [16], a generalization
is obtained which is based on a partition of the coordinate index set into a number
of subsets. (Another description of this method can be found in [6].) In the present
paper, we only need to consider partitions of S into two subsets:
Let T:=(T1; T2) be an (n1; n2)-partition of S:=f1; 2; : : : ; ng. Dene the weight dis-
tribution of C with respect to T by
Ai;j(C):=jAi; j(C)j
with
Ai; j(C):=fX 2 C j jX \ T1j= i and jX \ T2j= jg:
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for 06i6n1; 06j6n2 (= n− n1).
At one place, we need a nice result of Brouwer.






2k−1  2t ; b(k − 1)=2c6t6k − 1:
Remark 2. In fact, one can show that the set of all words in C whose weight is
divisible by 4 constitute a hypersurface of degree 62 in the binary vector space C
(cf. also [15]).
In the sequel, C will denote a binary even [24; 14; 6] code. The uniqueness proof
will be carried out along the following lines:
 First, the minimum distance of the dual code is shown to be at least 8.
 Second, we prove that the weight distribution of C is xed. In particular, A24(C)
will turn out to be equal to 1.
 Next, we show that the intersection of C and its dual contains three words of
weight 8.
 Then, we prove that C must contain a 1-codimensional subcode D with a unique,
well-determined structure.
 Finally, the uniqueness of C itself is established.
3. The minimum distance of C? is 8
3.1. No words of weight 65
If we shorten C with respect to a word X 2 Ai(C?); then, by Proposition 2, the
code C X is a [24− i;>14− i+ 1; 6] code. The Brouwer{Verhoe table [3] informs us
that such a code does not exist for i65. Hence dmin(C?)>6.
3.2. No words of weight 6
If X 2 A6(C?); then D:=C X is an [18; 9; 6] code: the unique extended quadratic
residue code with these parameters. We refer to Simonis [13], where also a detailed
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description of the codewords and the cosets of D can be found. The generator matrix
of C can be brought in the form
where the rst six positions correspond to the word X . Since the minimum weight of
C is 6 and the covering radius of D is 4, the words Yi must have distance 4 to D.
Moreover, each of the sums Yi + Yj, i 6= j; also must have distance 4 to D.
Since
D+D?= fY 2 F182 jY eveng;
we may assume that Yi 2 D?; i=1 : : : 5. The words of D? at distance 4 to D constitute
the set A6(D?)[A12(D?) and the automorphism group of D acts transitively on both
A6(D?) and A12(D?). The generalized MacWilliams equations with respect to the
partition (X; X ) show that X 62 C. Any non-trivial relation between the YimodD would
yield a word Z 6= ; in C with Z X . Since the minimum distance of C is equal to
six, we infer that such a word Z must be equal to X . Hence X 62 C implies that the
Yi are independent mod D.
Now, we have narrowed down the possibilities for the Yi to such an extent that a
computer search is feasible. We carried this out using the coding package GUAVA
written in GAP, cf. [1,9]. The result was that such a set of Yi does not exist. Hence
dmin(C?)>7.
3.3. No words of weight 7
If X 2 A7(C?); then D:=C X is the (unique) [17,8,6] quadratic residue code. This
time, the generator matrix of C can be brought in the form
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Again we refer to Simonis [13] for the necessary information on D and its cosets.
The same kind of reasoning as above, and a slightly increased calculation eort, lead
to the conclusion that this situation cannot occur as well. (A listing of the GUAVA
program has been appended to the preliminary report [17].) Hence dmin(C?)>8. By
the Griesmer bound, no [24; 10; 9] code exists. So we infer that dmin(C?)= 8.
4. The weight distribution of C is xed
Since C is even, dmin(C)= 6 and dmin(C?)= 8; the MacWilliams identities imply
that the Ai(C) and the Ai(C?) depend on only two parameters. Moreover, we have
the additional inequality
A22(C) + A24(C)61:
Let us eliminate the case A24(C)= 0 :
1. Suppose that A24(C)= 0 and A22(C)= 1. Then A20(C)= 28. Consider the partition
(X; X ) of S with X 2A22(C). Observe that A20(C)=A18;2(C) and A4;2(C)=X +





an element of X must exist that is contained in six (4,2)-words of C. The sum of
these six words is an (18,0)-word, i.e. an 18-word contained in a 22-word. This
contradicts the fact that the minimum distance of C is 6.
2. Suppose that A24(C)= 0 and A22(C)= 0. We count the number of doubly even
words in C:
1 + A8(C) + A12(C) + A16(C) + A20(C)= 8832:
According to Brouwer’s Theorem 1, the only possible values are
4096 6144 7168 7680
7936 8064 8128 8192
8256 8320 8448 8704
9216 10240 12288 16384
So this case cannot occur.
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5. C \ C? contains three 8-words
In this section, we shall consider several partitions (X; X ) of the coordinate index
set S. Since X is not xed, we have to be more explicit in our notation. So we put
Ai; j(X;C):=fX 2 Cj jX \ T1j= i and jX \ T2j= jg:
and
Ai;j(X;C):=jAi; j(X;C)j:
Denition 2. Two subsets X; X 0 S are said to be of the same type if
Ai;j(X;C)=Ai;j(X 0;C) for all i; j:
For each X 2 C?; we calculated the possible types, i.e. the types that satisfy the
generalized MacWilliams identities. There turned out to be only a few possibilities:
 For X 2A8(C?); there are at most three types:
8I A8;0(X;C)= 0; A8;2(X;C)= 0; A4;6(X;C?)= 96; etc.,
8II A8;0(X;C)= 0; A8;2(X;C)= 1; A4;6(X;C?)= 104; etc.,
8III A8;0(X;C)= 1; A8;2(X;C)= 0; A4;6(X;C?)= 192; etc.
 For X 2A10(C?); there are at most three types:
10I A8;0(X;C)= 0; A6;0(X;C)= 1; A10;2(X;C)= 1; etc.,
10II A8;0(X;C)= 0; A6;0(X;C)= 1; A10;2(X;C)= 0; etc.,
10III A8;0(X;C)= 1; A6;0(X;C)= 0; A10;2(X;C)= 0; etc.
 For X 2A10(C?); there are at most four types:
12I A12;0(X;C)= 1; A0;10(X;C)= 0; A10;0(X;C)= 0; etc.,
12II A12;0(X;C)= 0; A0;10(X;C)= 1; A10;0(X;C)= 0; etc.,
12III A12;0(X;C)= 0; A0;10(X;C)= 0; A10;0(X;C)= 1; etc.,
12IV A12;0(X;C)= 0; A0;10(X;C)= 0; A10;0(X;C)= 0; etc.
Our goal is to calculate the sizes
N (t):=j fX 2 C? jX is of type tgj
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of the type sets in C?. Of course, we have the preliminary information
N (8I) + N (8II) + N (8III) =A8(C?)= 111;
N (10I) + N (10II) + N (10III) =A10(C?)= 288;
N (12I) + N (12II) + N (12III) + N (12IV)=A12(C?)= 224;
and, because words of type 12II and 12III occur in complementary pairs,
N (12II)=N (12III):
Let us introduce the integers
Np;q;r:=jf(X; Y ) jX 2Ap(C?); Y 2Aq(C?); jX \ Y j= rgj:
(Actually, these integers constitute the joint weight distribution of C? and C?,
cf. [10, Chapter 5, Section 6].) Putting
Ai;j(t):=Ai;j(X;C?)





Using the trivial identities
Np;q;r =Nq;p;r ;






Using the computer algebra system MAPLE, we found that there is exactly one non-
negative solution:
N (8I) = 108; N (10I)= 144; N (12I)= 8;
N (8II) = 0; N (10II)= 0; N (12II)= 0;
N (8III) = 3; N (10III) = 144; N (12IV)= 216:
Corollary 1. Since the code C \C? consists of ;; S; the words of type 8III and their
complements and the words of type 12I; its weight distribution is:
A0(C \ C?)=A24(C \ C?) = 1;
A8(C \ C?)=A16(C \ C?) = 3;
A12(C \ C?)= =8:
(the rest zero).
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6. The subcode D
Consider a xed partition fX; X g of S, with X 2 A8(C) \A8(C?). The [16,3,8]
subcode (C?) X of C? is unique: up to a coordinate permutation, it has a generator
matrix of the form
2
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
3
5:
So there is a partition (Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4) of X into four 4-sets such that each word of
(C?) X is a union of Yi’s.
The twenty-four 2-words of ((C?) X )?=C X are punctured (4,2)-words of C. We
rst describe these (4,2)-words.
For each 2-subset U Yi; we have exactly two (4,2)-words that contain U . They
are of the form ZU [ U; ZU [ U; where fZU ; ZUg is a f4; 4g-partition of the 8-set X .
So, in all, we have 24 f4; 4g-partitions. The mutual positions of these partitions are
restricted by the fact that dmin(C)= 6. More precisely,
 if U Yi; V Yj are distinct, so are the partitions fZU ; ZUg; fZV ; ZVg,
 if U Yi; V Yi intersect, then jZU \ ZV j=2.
We now give a geometric interpretation of the f4; 4g-partitions of an 8-set in order
to gain some insight in the structure of our set of 24 partitions.
Let P4;4 be the set of all f4; 4g-partitions of the 8-set V :=f1; 2; : : : ; 8g; and let G be
the Grassmannian of the lines in the projective space P3(F2).
Proposition 4. There exists a bijection  :P4;4 ! G such that the line (fX; X g)
intersects the line (fY; Yg) if and only if
jX \ Y j=2:
Proof. The subsets of weight 0,4,8 in V form a quadric Q in the even [8,7] code
E F82; cf. Remark 2. This quadric consists of cosets of the subspace I:=f;; Vg;
so the quotient quadric ~Q:=Q=I in the six-dimensional F2-vector space E=I is well
dened. Then the elements of P4;4 correspond to the points of the (non-degenerate)
projective quadric P( ~Q) in the ve-dimensional projective space P(E=I). Two points
of P( ~Q) span a line on P( ~Q) if and only if the corresponding f4; 4g-partitions fX; X g;
fY; Yg satisfy the condition
jX \ Y j=2:
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Fig. 1.
All non-degenerate projective quadrics are equivalent. So we can identify P( ~Q) with
the Grassmannian G. Two points of G correspond to intersecting lines in P3(F2) if
and only if the span of these two points is contained in G.
Corollary 2. The group of the collineations and correlations of P3(F2) is isomorphic
to the symmetric group S8. (This is a well-known result in nite group theory; see
for instance [7; Satz 2; 5]:)
Consider the correspondence fZU ; ZUg , LU between the 24 f4; 4g-partitions and
the lines in P3(F2). Observing that
 the 24 lines LU are distinct and
 the 6 lines LU ; U Yi consist of either the lines in the plane with one line missing
or the lines through a point (a star) with one line missing,
we infer that there is exactly one possibility: exactly two of the four sets
fLU jU Yig
are the lines in two planes p; q, with the intersection p\ q left out, and the other two
sets are the lines through two points P;Q with the join PQ left out. Neither P nor Q
are incident with p or q (see Fig. 1).
Note that the collineation{correllation group that leaves this set of lines invariant
has order 64. A closer look at the bijective mapping
 : P4;4 ! G
of Proposition 4 reveals that the corresponding permutation group of X is transitive.
Now consider [24; 13; 6] subcode DC spanned by the (4; 2)-words. The uniqueness
of the line conguration fLUgU in P3(F2) implies the uniqueness of D. It has a
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Using the mapping ; we see that the four 38-matrices Mi can be chosen as follows:
M1:=
2
4 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 01 0 0 1 1 0 1 0





4 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 01 1 0 0 1 0 1 0





4 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 01 0 0 1 0 1 1 0






4 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 01 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
3
5:
7. The construction of C
The [24; 11] supercode D? of C? contains four 4-words and eight 6-words. These
12 words span a nine-dimensional ane subspace of D?; which cannot intersect C?
because dmin(C?)= 8. So D? contains exactly two [24; 10; 8] subcodes. One of these
is C?. The other turns out to be equivalent with C?. In fact, D possesses an automor-
phism that interchanges the two subcodes. (We veried all these facts using GUAVA.
Again, we refer to the preliminary report [17].)
Hence C is unique.
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For future reference, we give a generator matrix of the Wagner code C:
2
6666666666666666666666664
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0




The (transitive) automorphism group of order 96 is generated by the ve permuta-
tions
(1; 18; 5; 19)(2; 20; 6; 17)(3; 22; 8; 21)(4; 23; 7; 24)(9; 14; 11; 15)(10; 12)(13; 16);
(1; 3)(2; 4)(5; 7)(6; 8)(9; 12)(10; 11)(13; 14)(15; 16)(18; 20)(21; 24);
(1; 8; 2; 7)(3; 5; 4; 6)(9; 12; 11; 10)(13; 15; 16; 14)(17; 20; 19; 18)(21; 23; 24; 22);
(3; 5; 4; 6)(9; 17; 13; 21)(10; 18; 14; 22)(11; 19; 16; 24)(12; 20; 15; 23);
(3; 4)(5; 6)(9; 13)(10; 14)(11; 16)(12; 15)(17; 21)(18; 22)(19; 24)(20; 23):
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